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ABSTRACT 
Evaluating design ideas is necessary to predict their success and 
assess their impact early on in the process. Existing methods rely 
either on metrics computed by systems that are efective but sub-
ject to errors and bias, or experts’ ratings, which are accurate but 
expensive and long to collect. Crowdsourcing ofers a compelling 
way to evaluate a large number of design ideas in a short amount 
of time while being cost-efective. Workers’ evaluation is, however, 
less reliable and might substantially difer from experts’ evaluation. 

In this work, we investigate workers’ rating behavior and com-
pare it with experts. First, we instrument a crowdsourcing study 
where we asked workers to evaluate design ideas from three innova-
tion challenges. We show that workers share similar insights with 
experts but tend to rate more generously and weigh certain criteria 
more importantly. Next, we develop a hybrid human-AI approach 
that combines a machine learning model with crowdsourcing to 
evaluate ideas. Our approach models workers’ reliability and bias 
while leveraging ideas’ textual content to train a machine learning 
model. It is able to incorporate experts’ ratings whenever available, 
to supervise the model training and infer worker performance. Re-
sults show that our framework outperforms baseline methods and 
requires signifcantly less training data from experts, thus providing 
a viable solution for evaluating ideas at scale. 

CCS CONCEPTS 
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interac-
tion (HCI); • Computing methodologies → Machine learning. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
The evaluation of design ideas is a critical process impacting the 
development of any new business. It allows designers to move 
from the ideation phase, where they create new concepts, to the 
execution phase in case of a positive evaluation or alter the idea in 
case of a negative one. Since the evaluation process has a crucial 
impact on developing a new idea into a business, many eforts have 
been dedicated to defning relevant criteria for evaluation (e.g., 
desirability, feasibility, and viability) [12, 13, 22]. 

To obtain evaluations over these criteria, designers often seek 
judgment from domain experts. While their evaluation is accu-
rate, involving experts in fltering ideas is expensive and time-
consuming [29]. Moreover, experts with the requisite knowledge 
are scarce because specializing in a particular innovation subfeld 
takes a substantial amount of time. In real-world scenarios where 
companies had to select design ideas, relying on in-house experts 
has proven to be prohibitively slow and lead to bottlnecks in the 
production and decision making process [29]. For instance, Google, 
who promised to reward the best fve ideas for using technology 
to improve the world [15], had to recruit 3000 employees to evalu-
ate the collected ideas, a process that put them over nine months 
behind schedule. 

Crowdsourcing ofers a compelling way for design idea evalua-
tion. In addition to being fast and cost-efective [39], crowd workers 
possess a large diversity of knowledge in design ideation. Consider-
ing the benefts of using the "wisdom” of a crowd [55], researchers 
started investigating how to leverage crowdsourcing for evaluating 
design ideas [14, 30, 36]. The most common approach consists of 
using a voting system, where workers go through the candidate 
ideas and upvote their preferred ones. Once all votes are collected, 
the selected ideas are those with the highest number of votes. This 
consensus-based approach sufer from two main limitations: 1) the 
crowd is a heterogenous group of experts and nonexperts evalua-
tors, hence considering all votes equally reduces the accuracy of 
the results [14]; and 2) this voting mechanism renders the rich-get-
richer problem where workers tend to vote for only the few ideas 
that have already received good ratings [2]. 

A further complication of crowdsourced ideas evaluation is the 
multitude of evaluation criteria. In the current methods, participants 
vote for ideas with a unique value indicating their preference. While 
this voting mechanism is easy to use by participants, it does not con-
sider the multi-criteria evaluation developed by the design-thinking 
discipline (i.e., desirability, feasibility and viability), although par-
ticipants are more likely to correctly estimate certain criteria more 
than others. As a matter of fact, some studies have shown that 
workers tend to underestimate the cost needed to implement an 
idea, i.e. its feasibility [16, 27, 44]. For instance, the Fiat Mio car was 
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a fully crowdsourced vehicle design concept, where participants 
suggested ideas and voted for their peers. Although the collected 
ideas were innovative, many of them had to be fltered or altered 
by experts due to their lack of feasibility [16]. Similarly, Dell found 
through their crowdsourced ideation initiative "IdeaStorm", that 
participants tend to underestimate the costs needed to implement 
an idea [27]. Therefore, systems using a unique value for voting 
ideas are inaccurate in simulating experts’ ratings. 

In our work, we set out to measure worker’s ability to provide 
a multi-criteria evaluation of design ideas extracted from three 
open innovation challenges in the OpenIDEO website1. We con-
duct a rigorous study to compare experts and workers evaluation 
using the methodologies developed by the design thinking commu-
nity [12, 13]. These methodologies allow for a general overview of 
evaluation ability characteristics, but also a more detailed under-
standing through the individual criteria assessment. We collect rat-
ings and free-text justifcations for each criteria from both workers 
and experts for each idea in the selected challenges. By juxtaposing 
numerical ratings with their justifcations, we aim to gather a bet-
ter understanding of workers’ strengths and weaknesses on ideas’ 
evaluation. 

Our fndings indicate that workers share similar viewpoints with 
experts in assessing aspects related to the desirability of an idea 
while having divergent views on the resources needed to imple-
ment it. We also fnd that workers generally tend to rate higher than 
experts and are more enthusiastic to original ideas even with un-
clear sources of funding. To better understand the overlap between 
workers and experts assessment, we conduct a series of thematic 
analysis of experts and workers justifcations. We fnd that workers 
and experts tend to highlight similar concerns in an idea but assess 
them diferently. For instance, when an idea has been implemented 
in other countries and is proposed to be adapted to a local market, 
experts focus on the lack of innovation while workers applaud its 
feasibility, and often merit the desirability for communities. 

We leverage these fndings to develop a human-AI collabora-
tive approach to evaluate ideas by combining machine learning 
algorithms with feedback from crowd workers and experts (when 
available). We present HybridEval, a Bayesian framework that 
models the innovation value of an idea based on multi-criteria. To 
evaluate design ideas, HybridEval jointly learns a feature-based 
idea rating model and workers’ modeling, with supervision from 
a small number of expert labels. Given our fndings of workers’ 
tendency of rating higher than experts, we model their performance 
by jointly measuring their reliability, i.e., the trustworthiness of 
their answers, and their bias, i.e., their tendency to underestimate 
or overestimate the rating for an idea. The machine learning model 
parameters and workers’ performance are updated iteratively, al-
lowing their learning processes to beneft from each other until an 
agreement on the rating of the ideas is reached. Eventually, for each 
idea an innovation value is estimated by HybridEval, which would 
allow designers evaluate ideas quickly and in large quantities. 

To evaluate our method, we investigate: 1) the quality of crowd 
ratings; 2) the quality of ratings estimated by our proposed human-
AI approach; and 3) fnally, the impact of experts’ ratings on the 
performance of our technique. Our results show that despite the 

1https://www.openideo.com/ 

disagreement between workers and experts on certain aspects in 
idea evaluation, using the HybridEval technique, we can approxi-
mate experts’ ratings. In addition, by exploiting workers’ ratings 
while modeling their reliability and bias, our approach is able to 
match the performance of experts with one-third of the experts’ 
ratings. In summary, we make the following key contributions: 
• We conduct a rigorous study to compare workers’ and experts’ 
evaluation of design ideas based on multiple criteria; 

• We introduce a Bayesian framework that integrates a machine 
learning model with ratings from both experts and workers to 
collaboratively assess design ideas; 

• We evaluate our framework on real-world datasets collected from 
three open innovation challenges and show that it can reach 
expert performance with signifcantly fewer experts’ ratings, 
thus providing a scalable solution to ideas evaluation at scale. 

2 RELATED WORK 
In this section, we discuss the state of the art in idea evaluation 
with a focus on existing methods that leverage crowdsourcing in 
their modeling. Then, we review existing human-AI collaborative 
approaches, which are methodologically related to our work. 

2.1 Idea Evaluation 
Ideation is the creation of original ideas through a cycle of ex-
ploring multiple solutions (divergent thinking) and selecting the 
best one (convergent thinking). [24, 31]. Once an idea is clearly de-
fned, designers need to assess its potential before moving forward 
and prototyping them. A common approach is to seek an expert 
evaluation, which is reliable but costly and time-consuming. 

To circumvent the need for experts’ evaluation, several methods 
have been developed for ideas’ evaluation. These methods fall into 
two broad categories: model-based and rating-based evaluation. 
Model-based evaluation methods consist of metrics that mathemat-
ically describe the innovation value of a set of designs. For instance, 
Shah et al. [50] defne a hierarchical model to decompose the con-
cepts proposed in an idea into a tree, measure their similarity with 
others, and compute the number and variety of all collected ideas. 
These metrics cover diferent evaluation aspects but do not auto-
matically allow the comparison of many ideas; therefore, Nelson 
et al. [42] introduce a scaling factor to existing metrics such that 
they diminish the value of a set of designs if they have low novelty. 
Another improvement consists of considering the uniformness de-
gree of the ideas’ distribution in measuring the variety of ideas [54]. 
An alternative approach consists of fnding a trade-of between the 
diversity and quality of a design idea [1], where the authors propose 
a volume-based coverage method, namely the Determinantal Point 
Processes, with a multi-objective function to maximize the score 
attributed to high-quality and diverse design ideas. More recently, a 
hierarchical topic modeling approach [5] was used to build a failure 
taxonomy and predict the failure and its cause of design ideas. 

Rating-based evaluation leverages ratings from a crowd of evalua-
tors to select the most innovative ideas. A standard method consists 
of ranking ideas by the number of collected votes, which renders 
two main problems: 1) crowd workers have diferent levels of ex-
pertise; hence, their evaluations are not necessarily reliable; and 2) 
crowd workers tend to upvote the ideas that already have received 
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positive ratings which limits the number of ideas receiving votes. 
To address those limitations, Ahmed and Fuge [2] combine ratings, 
the idea features, and its uniqueness within a machine learning 
classifer to predict winning ideas in open innovation challenges. 
Another approach consists of using pairwise comparison to assess 
the similarity between ideas [3] or to infer the collective prefer-
ence [8, 36]. A diferent methodology named "Bag of Lemons" aims 
to flter low-quality ideas [30, 39], where participants are given a 
fxed amount of "lemons," and they are asked to distribute them to 
the ideas they feel are the least likely to be selected as winners by an 
expert committee. Our approach is diferent in that it considers the 
reliability and bias of workers in evaluating ideas. Furthermore, we 
judge all submitted ideas based on a set of design-thinking criteria 
(desirability, feasibility, and viability), while [2] relies on votes from 
online platforms, which may result in biased outcomes as workers 
tend to only vote for ideas that have already received high ratings. 

A separate line of research in human computation and crowd-
sourcing has investigated the task design and the results of solic-
iting participants in idea evaluation. For instance, one study [18] 
compared crowd-rated with expert-rated contests and the crite-
ria for winning both. Other studies entangle the ideation process 
with its evaluation [17, 40, 45], where crowds create ideas and are 
instantly shown new phrases to simulate their creativity. Other 
collaborative ideation tools were designed to cooperate with users 
on drawing [37, 43], music creation [38] and brainstorming [4]. 

Compared with these methods, our study establishes the difer-
ences between workers and experts in providing a multi-criteria 
evaluation of design ideas. Our fndings indicate workers’ tendency 
to rate higher than experts. We integrate these fndings in the design 
of a human-AI framework where we model workers’ performance 
and bias. To the best of our knowledge, we are the frst to com-
pare the multi-criteria evaluation between workers and experts and 
inject the extracted results in the design of a human-AI framework. 

2.2 Human-AI Collaborative Approaches 
Human-AI systems aim to beneft from the complementary strengths 
of humans and machines intelligence by having humans and AI 
collaborate closely with each other, in order to solve tasks that 
are complex for AI models or humans alone [6, 28]. Traditionally, 
human computation has been used before training an AI model 
for data annotation [41, 52, 57] or feature selection [20, 47, 58]. 
Alternatively, it has been used after model training for model se-
lection [46, 49], evaluation [19, 32] and debugging [9, 33, 51]. The 
aforementioned methods tend to consider the human computation 
and artifcial intelligence as disentangled processes. Recent eforts 
have sought for a deep integration between human computation 
and training AI models [6, 7, 11, 25, 56]. These methods propose to 
enhance the collaboration between humans and AI by iteratively 
learning human characteristics (e.g., reliability and bias) and model 
parameters in a mutually boosting manner until the desired result 
is achieved. Our work can be seen as a development of this recent 
line of work in the context of multi-criteria ideas evaluation. We 
use workers’ evaluation only, to train a machine learning model for 
each criteria, which in turns uses a small amount of experts labels 
to rectify workers modeling. These two processes alternate until 
an agreement on the multi-criteria evaluation is reached. 

Figure 1: Interface of the idea rating task. 

3 METHODOLOGY 
In this section, we frst describe our crowdsourcing task for ideas 
rating and then introduce HybridEval to learn the rating of each 
criteria from workers’ ratings and a small set of experts’ ratings. 

3.1 Crowdsourcing Study 
We frst present our design for the idea rating task, which is used to 
collect data to evaluate our proposed framework. In the following, 
we describe a set of criteria to assess the innovation value of an idea 
and then describe the crowdsourcing task. We present an analysis 
of the efectiveness of rating ideas based on multi-criteria from both 
crowd workers and experts in the next section. 

3.1.1 Innovation Criteria for Rating Ideas. In our work, we rely on 
a design thinking methodology that originated from IDEO [23] to 
test ideas and determine their innovation value. It consists in evalu-
ating the co-existence of three main criteria, which are desirability, 
feasibility and viability [12, 13, 22]. We also conducted a series of 
interviews with two experts in the feld of design engineering, who 
confrmed the validity of these criteria in evaluating the innovation 
value of design ideas and their success potential. 
• Desirability. A test for desirability measures the usefulness of 
an idea and whether it addresses an urgent need for end-users. 

• Feasibility. A test for feasibility assess the resources needed to 
implement an idea. These resources mainly include the monetary 
funding and the technical knowledge required to implement the 
idea. 

• Viability. A test for viability measures whether an idea is sus-
tainable on the long-term. 

We additionally add another criteria which is “Overall Feeling", to 
get the overall impression of workers and experts of an idea. All 
the criteria including the overall feeling were rated using a 5-point 
Likert scale. 

3.1.2 Dataset. We collected our dataset from the OpenIDEO web-
site [35], which provides access to ideas submitted in challenges to 
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Dataset No. Ideas Challenge Title 
Dementia 120 How might we better support family caregivers as they care for a loved one with dementia? 
Financial 75 How might we use the power of communities to fnancially empower those who need it most? 
Energy 86 How might communities lead the rapid transition to renewable energy? 

Table 1: Challenges selected from OpenIDEO with their corresponding number of ideas. 

solve social issues. We collected 281 ideas from three randomly se-
lected challenges summarized in Table 1. Each idea in the challenge 
consists of a title and a long text describing the idea. 

3.1.3 Task Design. We published a task on Mturk, where workers 
rate ideas. Note that our task was approved by the ethical com-
mittee of our institute and that we include an informed consent at 
the beginning of the task with an explanation on how to rate the 
ideas based using the innovation criteria. Then, we ask participants 
to provide ratings for each design idea on the four innovation cri-
teria. We additionally ask workers to justify their rating for each 
criteria [41] to ensure they spend enough time on the task. The 
interface of our task is depicted in Figure 1. For the crowdsourcing 
task, we recruited 49 crowdworkers from Amazon MTurk work-
ers, with Masters Qualifcation, who have demonstrated excellent 
performance across diferent tasks, with a HIT approval rate above 
70%. Each idea is rated by two or three workers and each task took 
8 minutes to complete on average and those who fnished the task 
were given a 1 (USD) reward, as per the US federal government’s 
minimum wage mandate. We also collect expert labels that allow us 
to bootstrap and evaluate our model. We advertised the project and 
interviewed candidates with respect to expertise and dedication. To 
that end, we hired two designers from the industrial design faculty 
(same experts we interviewed) and asked each of them to rate 281 
ideas on a 5-point Likert scale on the same criteria. 

3.2 HybridEval for Idea Rating 
We now introduce our HybridEval approach. We frst formally 
defne our problem and then describe our overall framework. 

3.2.1 Problem Formulation. Throughout this paper, we use bold-
face lowercase letters to denote vectors and boldface uppercase 
letters to denote matrices. For an arbitrary matrix M, we use M�, � 
to denote the entry at the �-th row and �-th column. We use capital 
letters (e.g., P) in calligraphic math font to denote sets and |P | to 
denote the cardinality of a set P. 

We denote � a set of ideas, C the set of criteria for idea evaluation, 
and J a set of workers rating the ideas. Each idea � ∈ I is repre-
sented with a feature vector x� and I� is a subset of ideas rated by 
experts. We use A� to denote the worker-idea matrix where each 
element A� is a rating between 1 and 5 given by a worker � ∈ J

�, � 
to an idea � for a certain criterion � ∈ C. 
Problem Defnition. Given I (the set of ideas), x� (the feature 
vector of � ∈ I), J (the set of workers rating the ideas), A (the 
worker-idea rating matrices for all criteria), and I� (the subset of 
ideas rated by experts), we aim at inferring the rating of all criteria 
in C for each idea in I \ I� using x� and A� . 

3.2.2 The HybridEval Framework. We model the score of idea � for 
a criterion �� with a Gaussian distribution, the worker’s reliability 

� � with a Gamma distribution and their bias � � with a Gaussian 
distribution, as given next: 

1 
�� ∼ N(�� , �� ), � � ∼ Γ(�, �), � � ∼ N(�, ). (1)

� 

The Gamma distribution allows us to quantify our confdence in 
estimating the worker’s reliability. Note that for ease of reading, 
we do not distinguish the variables for diferent criteria – the same 
framework applies to each criterion, with a distinct set of variable 
settings (i.e., parameters of the framework). 

The parameter �� of the idea’s score �� is predicted from the idea 
features x� through an arbitrary machine learning model: 

�� = softmax(� W(x� )), (2) 

3.2.3 Variational Inference for HybridEval. Learning the parame-
ters of HybridEval resorts to maximizing the following likelihood 
function: ∫ 

� (A) = � (A, z, r, b|X; W) �z, r, b, (3) 

where z is the latent score for one of the criteria used to evaluate 
ideas, and r and b are the latent reliability scores and biases for all 
workers. X represents the feature matrix of all ideas and W is the 
set of machine learning parameters. 

Since Eq. (3) contains more than one latent variable, it is compu-
tationally infeasible to optimize [53]. Therefore, we consider the 
log of the likelihood function, which could be optimized using the 
variational expectation-maximization algorithm [53] in two steps: 
1) the E-step, where we approximate � (z, r, b|A, X; W) with a vari-
ational distribution �(z, r, b); and 2) the M-step, where we learn 
the parameters W given the newly inferred latent variables. In the 
following, we describe both steps. 

E-step. In the E-step, we iterate between updating the criterion 
score of an idea �� , the worker’s reliability and bias � � and � � . To 
update the criterion score �(�� ), we use: 

Í � � �� 
� 1  � = � � � 

(A�, � − � � ) + 
�2 , 
� �(�� ) ∼ N( , ), where Í (4)� � 1� �  � = ( � + ) .

� �  �
� 
2 

To update the worker’s reliability and bias, we use respectively 
Eq. (5) and Eq. (6). 

�(� � ) ∼ �����(�, � ), where ( | I� |
� = � � + ,2 

1 | I� | Í 
� = � � + 2 ( + � [A2 + �2 + 2�� (� � − A�, � ) − 2A�, �� � ]).� � �, � � 

(5) 
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�  �

� = � | I� |
 1 + � � , �  

�(� � ) ∼ N( , ), where � Í � (6)
� �  � = � � �

�  (A�, � −�  � � + ��  ) .
� 

M-step. Given the criterion score of an idea, the worker’s re-
liability and bias inferred in the E-step, the M-step learns the pa-
rameters W of the machine learning model. This step requires 
to optimize the inverse of the cross-entropy between �(�� ) and 
� (�� |x� ; W), which is widely used as the loss function for many 
classifers and can be optimized using standard model training 
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methods (e.g., back-propagation for neural networks). For ideas la-
beled by experts (� ∈ I� ), the labels can be used to fx �(�� ), thereby 
being incorporated into the learning process. 

4 COMPARING WORKERS AND EXPERTS 
We conduct a series of quantitative and thematic analysis of experts 
and workers ratings. For our thematic analysis, we follow the pro-
cess indicated by Braun and Clark [10]. We start by defning general 
categories of codes based on the reasons mentioned for ratings. We 
then cluster categories based on common themes with a focus on 
our goal to identify main sources of agreement and disagreement 
between the diferent groups (experts and workers). Finally, we 
analyse the main themes and report our results. 

4.1 Inter-Experts Agreement 
Overall, we observe that experts have a higher agreement on as-
signing low ratings than high ratings. As an example, Figure 2 
shows the inter-rater agreement between the two experts with a 
root mean squared error (RMSE) on the Energy dataset. Low values 
of RMSE indicate high agreement between experts and vice versa. 

4.1.1 When do experts agree? The agreement between experts on 
low ratings is mainly due to vague ideas or when their funding 
source is undetermined. For instance, we fnd both experts agree 
when an idea is shortly described. One expert commented: "This 
idea needs more meat to it to be more of an idea. now it just feels like 
a proposal." The other expert had a similar comment, where he said: 
"The idea is not really well explained or elaborate for me to judge 
on desirability." We also observe that experts agree on assigning 
a low rate for feasibility when an idea requires the involvement 
of many parties. Take the example of an idea that requires multi-
stakeholders to get involved, both experts assigned 2 for feasibility 
and one of them commented that "it sounds like a difcult task to 
bring all these stakeholders together." 

Experts rarely assign high ratings, with less than 15% of ideas 
receiving high ratings from both experts. High ratings are typically 
given when a prototype has been developed and tested or when 
the idea addresses a real problem with a clear solution. The experts 
agreed on high ratings when the idea is a "fully working concept" 
or the funding schema is well defned and when crowdfunding has 
been done. 

4.1.2 When do experts disagree? Some of the proposed ideas in the 
energy challenge present novel solutions but are not sustainable 
over time or require diferent parties’ involvement. These ideas 
are the ones where experts tend to disagree most on their rating: 
While one expert highlights its impact and novelty, the other expert 

Overall Feeling Desirability Feasibility Viability 

3

0.5 

01 2 3 4 5 
Ratings 

2.5 

2 

RM
SE 1.5 

1 

Figure 2: Inter-rater agreement between experts. 

questions its ability to sustain itself in the long term. Another source 
of disagreement between experts is when an idea has already been 
implemented: While one expert applauds its feasibility saying "It 
already exist so it is feasible.", the other expert criticizes its lack of 
novelty saying "it is not clear to me what the added value is for all 
stakeholders." 

4.2 Inter-Workers Agreement 
Overall, we observe that workers tend to give high ratings more 
frequently than low ratings specially when rating the desirability of 
an idea. We fnd that ratings above three are at least two times the 
ratings under three for all three criteria. We show the distribution 
of ratings collected from experts and crowd workers in Figure 5 in 
the appendix. 

4.2.1 When do workers agree? By conducting our thematic anal-
ysis, we extract three main reasons for which workers tend to 
provide high ratings: 1) when an idea benefts a large community, 
for instance a large rural area or women in developing countries; 
2) if the idea helps raising awareness. For instance an idea about 
teaching children fnancial knowledge, workers found that it can 
"help children learn to make better fnancial decisions as adults" 
and "make good fnancial choices from a young age"; 3) ideas that 
require low resources to be implemented. Take the example of an 
idea of solar-powered classrooms for students, both workers as-
sessed that "all the tech is there" to implement the idea. We also 
extract reasons for which workers agree on assigning low ratings. 
These reasons are mainly due to lack of clarity, complexity of the 
idea or if there are safety and sustainability concerns. 

4.2.2 When do workers disagree? We analyse the justifcations 
workers provide when they disagree on ideas’ ratings. We fnd the 
main sources of disagreement are the feasibility of an idea and its po-
tential attractiveness. Take the example of an idea about a platform 
to teach fnancial knowledge in 30 seconds or less: while a worker 
thinks that "people would be willing to help in the development", 
another worker disagreed on one’s ability to "learn everything they 
need in that short of time". Another example is about adding the 
living wage of parties involved in making a product in its pack-
age. One worker found the idea viable, another worker judged it 
provides "unnecessary information". 
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Figure 3: Disagreement in the ratings between expert and crowd in Dementia (a), Financial (b) and Energy (c) datasets. Note 
several curves in the Financial challenge do not have RMSE when ratings=5 because no experts rated 5. 

4.3 Experts-Workers Agreement 
4.3.1 Overall Comparison. Overall, we observe workers tend to 
assign the highest score more often than the expert. On the one 
hand, workers and experts have the same tendency to give ratings 
of two and four. On the other hand, the expert assigns ratings one 
and three more frequently compared to workers. These observa-
tions are consistent across the diferent criteria and datasets. They 
showcase the importance of modeling workers’ bias and tendency 
to assign specifc ratings more than others. We also measure the 
disagreement between the workers’ average ratings and experts’ 
ratings in RMSE as depicted in Figure 3. For all datasets, we ob-
serve high disagreement between experts and workers in assigning 
extreme ratings (one and fve) and lower disagreement for ratings 
between two and four. 

4.3.2 When do workers agree with experts? Our analysis of the 
reasons supporting experts’ and workers’ rating show that workers 
and experts tend to agree on assigning high scores to ideas with 
a clear funding schema and when they tackle real problems. They 
also tend to agree on giving low scores for three prominent cases: 1) 
when an idea is unclear about its funding source and its action plan; 
2) when an idea has no added value and requires a lot of investment 
from people and experts and 3) when an idea is hard to implement. 
For instance, workers and experts give a low score to ideas that 
have "too narrow of a focus", "not clear" or "quite complex". 

4.3.3 When do workers disagree with experts? We identifed four 
primary sources of disagreement: 1) experts discard ideas that have 
been already implemented for their lack of novelty, while work-
ers tend to fnd them valuable and relevant for many people. For 
instance, for an idea about adding some charging stations for elec-
tronic vehicles, the expert assigned a low score because it "already 
exists in Europe", while workers found it a "convenient solution"; 2) 
experts discard ideas for their lack of clarity while workers focus 
on their attractiveness and ease of implementation. For one idea 
about reducing a community’s carbon footprint, experts questioned 
how the idea can be implemented and advertised while workers 
found it to be "a good plan to roll back emissions." 3) experts discard 
ideas out of topic, while workers would still look into them. Take 
the example of one idea presented in the energy challenge to help 
rural women and youth alleviate poverty by supporting them in 
developing their own business, experts assigned a low score because 

’there is nothing here about renewable energy.’, while workers as-
signed a high score saying "Gender equality throughout the world 
is a bold task" 4) experts encourage solutions that tackle a real 
problem while workers might rate them low if they require a lot of 
funding. An example of such case is an idea for a renewable electric-
ity generation for cold storage facilities for fsh, the expert found 
the idea feasible and will greatly improve the quantity of sellable 
fsh, while workers found the project "expensive to implement". 

5 HYBRIDEVAL EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
This section presents the empirical validation of HybridEval 2. 
We frst evaluate the performance of HybridEval against several 
baseline methods (Section 5.2), and then investigate the efect of 
experts’ labels on the performance of the framework (Section 5.3). 

5.1 Experimental Setup 
5.1.1 Dataset & Features. We use the same data as the crowdsourc-
ing study including ideas from three challenges, namely Financial, 
Dementia and Energy (statistics shown in Table 1). We feed our 
machine learning model with the ideas’ description. To represent 
them, we test pre-trained GoogleNews word2vec word-embedding, 
contextual embedding from BERT and TF-IDF features. We empiri-
cally fnd TF-IDF to work best on our dataset. This can be due to the 
long sentences used in the ideas description. In some preliminary 
experiments, we used the length of the ideas as an input feature of 
the machine learning model. However, it did not impact the overall 
performance. Thus, we removed it from the input features. 

5.1.2 Models & Comparison Methods. For the machine learning 
part of our framework although our main focus was not on the 
performance of diferent ML models, we tested a set of machine 
learning models (linear, tree-based, and neural networks) and ob-
served that the AdaboostRegressor performed the best (due to the 
efectiveness of boosting in combining multiple weak learners). 
We set n-estimators = 200 and learning-rate=1 after a randomized 
search for hyperparameters, to train a model for each of the criteria 
we are interested in (i.e., described in Section 3.1.1). We brought 
the ratings of both the expert and crowd into the range of [0, 1] 
using the function t(x)=(x-1)/4. 

2The source code and dataset is available at: https://github.com/mesbahs/HybridEval 
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We compare our approach with the following methods: 1) Crowd-
Rating, where we compute the average of worker’s rating for each 
criterion; 2) ML-Expert, where we use experts’ ratings to train a 
machine learning model; 3) ML-Crowd, where we use the average 
of workers’ ratings in addition to the experts ratings to train a 
machine learning model. 

5.1.3 Evaluation Protocol. For the given datasets (Financial, De-
mentia and Energy), we split them into subsets of the training (i.e., 
20%, 40%, 60% and 80%) and test data (i.e., 80%, 60%, 40%, 20%) to 
simulate the efect of limited expert rating availability. The subsets 
are randomly selected, and experiments are repeated 10 times for 
each size setting. We evaluate the performance of our approach 
by comparing it to experts’ rating using Root Mean Square Error 
(RMSE). Low RMSE indicate high performance. 

5.2 HybridEval Performance 
Figures 4(a-c) show the performance of the compared methods on 
the three datasets. We observe that among the comparison meth-
ods, Crowd-Rating outperforms other techniques when rating the 
feasibility criterion across all three datasets and has lower perfor-
mance than other methods for other criteria. This performance 
diference can be explained by crowd’s ability to assess idea’s ease 
of implementation which refects their ability to accurately rate 
idea’s feasibility. We observe ML-Expert outperforms ML-Crowd 
and Crowd-Rating in the desirability, viability and overall feeling 
criteria across all datasets, which indicates the efectiveness of ex-
pert labels for training the machine learning model, as well as the 
consistency of expert labels in the training and test set. 

Most importantly, HybridEval outperforms all baseline meth-
ods on the criteria of desirability, viability and overall feeling, and 
achieves comparable results with Crowd-Rating on feasibility. Com-
paring the performance of HybridEval with those of ML-Expert 
and ML-Crowd, we fnd that while mixing expert labels with crowd 
labels by averaging crowd ratings does not result in a high per-
formance model (i.e., ML-Crowd) and can even degrade the perfor-
mance compared with using expert labels only (i.e., ML-Expert), 
carefully mixing experts’ and workers’ labels can lead to a model 
that performs even better than using experts’ labels only. The result 
indicates the efectiveness of HybridEval in combining workers’ 
and experts’ labels for model training, which can be attributed to 
HybridEval’s ability in inferring workers’ performance character-
istics (reliability and bias). The results on ML-Crowd verifes the 
efectiveness of the e step in our approach. In HybridEval, the 
worker reliability and bias are updated incrementally at each itera-
tion. By doing so, we keep ratings from the workers that are more 
reliable and close to the true ratings of the experts and reduce the 
error caused by unreliable workers. 

5.3 Impact of Supervision Degree 
As shown in Figures 4(a-c), HybridEval consistently outperforms 
ML-Expert using 40% of expert labels. Moreover, we observe that 
HybridEval trained with only 20% of expert labels obtains com-
parable results to ML-Expert trained on 60% of the expert labels 
on the Energy dataset across diferent criteria. This shows that 
by leveraging the human-AI approach we can reduce the amount 
of expert label needed for rating the ideas. In Figure 4a-4c, when 

increasing the number of training samples, the performance de-
creases. This is due to the small size of the dataset used for the 
evaluation in the Financial and Energy datasets. For instance when 
we use 80% of the data for training purpose only a small subset of 
the data (i.e., 20%) will remain for testing which is only 15 samples 
for the Financial dataset. 

6 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we developed a human-AI system for evaluating ideas 
by combining machine learning algorithms and ratings from crowd 
workers, with the goal of reducing the cost of multi-criteria idea 
assessment. In this section, we discuss the ratings collected from 
the crowd and the results produced by our human-AI approach, 
along with the design implications, limitations, and future work 
opportunities. 

6.1 Crowd Idea Ratings 
We collected workers’ ratings for ideas on three IDEO challenges. 
We made several observations. First, we observed that workers 
are able to rate the desirability of an idea, which can be explained 
by their ability to assess the novelty of an idea and its attractive-
ness. Workers’ ability to spot innovative ideas has been observed 
in previous studies [2] where ideas selected by experts in OpenIdeo 
challenges received more comments than other ideas even before 
the evaluation announcement. Second, we observed a signifcant 
disagreement between workers and experts in giving low ratings, 
which can be interpreted by workers’ tendency to be more gener-
ous in rating than experts and show the importance of modeling 
worker’s bias. Finally, we analyzed the rationales behind the crowd 
and expert ratings and found that the primary source of disagree-
ment between experts and crowd workers resides in weighing the 
importance of specifc criteria. For instance, experts discard ideas 
with unclear funding schema while workers might applaud their 
desirability. In these cases, workers provide a diferent perspective 
from experts, which can be valuable in rating ideas. These anal-
yses are aligned with the research in [8] that takes into account 
diferent perspectives in idea prioritization. Workers are capable 
of assessing feasibility when the necessary resources are clear and 
accessible, but tend to underestimate the cost and accessibility of 
investors for appealing ideas. This highlights the importance of 
using a limited number of expert labels to improve the performance 
of the human-AI framework in modeling worker’s performance. 

6.2 HybridEval for Idea Evaluation 
We explored the behavior of our approach on three diferent datasets 
with varying supervision degrees. Our framework achieves the best 
trade-of compared with baseline methods in estimating the rating 
for diferent criteria across the three datasets. When appropriately 
modeled, workers’ ratings provide an important contribution to the 
model training. We also observed that HybridEval has comparable 
performance with only 20% of training data to a machine learn-
ing model trained with 60% of the training data across diferent 
datasets and criteria. Our experimental fndings suggest that our 
human-AI approach can reduce the need for expert labels for rating 
ideas. Moreover, we fnd that our modeling strategy for workers’ 
performance allows to adjust their rating with experts’ rating and 
identifes ways to learn efectively from workers’ ratings. 
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Figure 4: Comparison between the performance of our approach HybridEval and the baseline methods Crowd-Rating, ML-Expert 
and ML-Crowd, across all the criteria and the three datasets, measured by RMSE. See Tables 2, 3 and 4 in appendix for the exact 
number. 

6.3 Implications for Design and Beyond 
Our approach can be used in various applications where evalua-
tion for open-ended proposals or answers is needed. In the design 
context, these applications include not only the evaluation of de-
sign ideas, but also the elicitation of design insights – an essential 
step to support the ideation process – from large crowds [26, 48]. 
Our approach allows to address a major bottleneck of scalability 
in existing design practice, where design insights are usually ob-
tained in small-scale studies (e.g., interviews). Our approach also 
applies to evaluating answers from crowdsourcing in general, not 
only as a means to support design through e.g., crowd ideation or 
insights elicitation, but also beyond, e.g., content creation like trans-
lation or writing product reviews. For example, by incorporating 
our approach into online platforms for e-commerce, we can assess 
efectively textual data quickly and in large-scale. Specifcally, it 
can also be used for evaluating online reviews on a set of criteria 
(e.g., helpfulness, sentiment) to show the most relevant ones to 
customers [21]. Our approach can also be applied in education and 
scientifc contexts, e.g., to evaluate assignments from a large group 
of students on MOOC platforms, or to evaluate the conformity 

of scholarly reviews from a large pool of reviewers in attractive 
scientifc conferences [7, 34]. 

6.4 Limitations and Future Work 
We evaluated our framework on three challenges of the OpenIDEO. 
Further experiments are needed on larger datasets and from dif-
ferent websites to obtain a comprehensive understanding of our 
approach’s full capabilities and limitations. For future work, we 
plan to investigate ways to decompose the crowdsourcing task to 
obtain more annotations on the ideas. We also plan to use natural 
language processing techniques to summarize the ideas for work-
ers such that they accomplish the crowdsourcing task in a shorter 
amount of time. 
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A APPENDIX 
In this section, we present the results of some additional exper-
iments. First, we show the distribution of ratings collected from 
experts and crowd workers in Figure 5 and the performance com-
parison of idea evaluation techniques in Tables 2, 3 and 4. 
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Figure 5: The distribution of ratings collected from experts and crowd in three challenges: Dementia (a), Financial (b) and 
Energy (c). Legend: CW1 - the frst crowd worker; CW2 - the second crowd worker. 
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Table 2: Financial dataset: Comparison between our approach (HybridEval) and Crowd-Rating, ML-Expert and ML-Crowd measured 
by RMSE. 
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Table 3: Dementia dataset: Comparison between our approach (HybridEval) and Crowd-Rating, ML-Expert and ML-Crowd measured 
by RMSE. 
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Table 4: Energy dataset: Comparison between our approach (HybridEval) and Crowd-Rating, ML-Expert and ML-Crowd, measured 
by RMSE. 
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